Meet the Tapered Design Services Team

**Jason Greenleaf**
Technical and Tapered Design Services Manager
Jason.Greenleaf@hpanels.com
207-228-6339 | cell 207-232-5009
Experience: 15 years of Engineering, Design and Customer Service, 10 years management, 10 years building construction
Hobbies: The great outdoors, hunting, fishing, whitewater rafting
Favorites: Problem solving, leadership
Nickname: JG

**Al Carr**
Designer, Field Services Manager
Al.Carr@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6302 | cell 207-400-9099
Experience: AS in Architectural Drafting, over 25 years of tapered design, AIA speaker
Hobbies: Golf, hockey, racquetball
Favorites: Site visits and dealing with contractors
Nickname: Mr. Smiley

**Dianna Donahue-LaFontaine**
Project Coordinator–Assistant Designer/Estimator
Dianna.Lafontaine@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6210
Experience: AS in Business, worked in Tapered Department for 25 years
Hobbies: Painting and gardening
Favorites: Love working on challenging projects and love working with my team and our great customers!
Nickname: Mr. Mr. Smiley

**Christopher Curlew**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
Christopher.Curlew@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6356
Experience: BS Construction Management, 12 years in commercial roofing, project management
Hobbies: Gaming, snowboarding, golfing
Favorites: The roofs I personally installed for Katrina victims, overcoming issues with designs during construction
Nickname: Webby

**Jon Nolen**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
Jon.Nolen@hpanels.com
cell 207-405-1549
Experience: AAS Architectural Design Technology from Ivy Tech, BSBA Applied Management from Trine University, over 7 years of tapered design, 1 year estimating entire low slope roof systems
Hobbies: Collecting music, concerts, travelling, spending time with family and friends, auto racing, basketball and football
Favorites: Helping customers work through a project from beginning to end
Nickname: Old man since I’m usually the oldest among my co-workers

**Andrew Seymour**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
Andrew.Seymour@hpanels.com
cell 317-606-6407
Experience: 17 years of design, estimating and product management, 6 years of tapered estimating.
Hobbies: Exercising; running, rowing, lifting weights; watching basketball and football. Fantasy football God!
Favorites: Winning the bid!
Nickname: Seymour

**Luke Gower**
Tapered Team Lead/Estimator
Luke.Gower@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6320 | cell 207-228-5014
Experience: AAS in Architectural & Engineering Design, 15 years tapered design, Hunter Hero Award Winner
Hobbies: Hunting large bucks, fly casting for huge salmon
Favorites: Designing the tapered system for Logan Airport and aiding in the install
Nickname: Silverback, Grumpy Monkey

**Kim Crepeau**
Tapered Design Customer Service
Kim.Crepeau@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6319
Experience: BS in Child Development and Family Relations (perfect for this industry, no?), over 20+ years of experience in Tapered
Hobbies: Group workouts, golf and hockey games
Favorites: Growing up in the industry via NRG and Hunter
Nickname: Kimmy

**Heather Thompson**
Assistant Designer/Estimator
Heather.Thompson@hpanels.com
TF 888-746-1114, Ext 6355
Experience: Certificate in Architectural Drafting & Design, B.A. in Linguistics. 3 years in medical education recruitment
Hobbies: The Great Indoors: Reading, video gaming, digital art, Volcanoes, and assorted trivia.
Favorites: CAD
Nickname: Heather (no one’s ever made a good nickname out of Heather. Yes, that is a challenge)

**Tim Rood**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
Tim.Rood@hpanels.com
cell 716-435-4917
Experience: BS Environmental Science, 3 years commercial roofing tapered design, 3 years construction material sales, 4 years asbestos abatement
Hobbies: Movie buff, gaming, cooking, Buffalo sports
Favorites: shipping the final truck to a big project
Nickname: Rood, Roody Tuesday, Roodster

**Stuart Savage**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
Stuart.Savage@hpanels.com
cell 317-402-8123
Experience: AAS in Computer Drafting and Design, 5 years estimating roofing materials that include Tapered Insulation, Metal Roofing and Garden Roofing, 5 years Residential Design
Hobbies: Hunting, fishing, hiking, coaching baseball, wrestling and basketball, listening to and playing music
Favorites: Working with customers to find the best solution to their project
Nickname: Stu

**Terry “TJ” Drake**
Tapered Designer/Estimator
tj.drake@hpanels.com
cell 971-272-2534
Experience: AS in Business & Kinesiology, 4 years of taper and 10 years of roofing sales and project managing experiences. 10 years of management in the golf industry.
Hobbies: Hiking, coaching HS baseball, camping, golfing, watching all sports, live music & traveling
Favorites: Being an asset for the customer
Nickname: T.J. or Teej or Drake